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Abstract: Studying and understanding algorithms is important for all computer scientists. Over two decades of research has been devoted to improving algorithm visualization and algorithm explanation techniques. Knowledge gained from these practices allows us to design and implement logically correct programs with considerations to runtime and memory constraints. For many students, learning algorithms in a traditional manner (i.e. using text-books) is challenging. We have developed an alternative approach to teaching algorithms called the Structured Hypermedia Algorithm Explanation (SHALEX) system, which uses hypermedia and represents algorithms as an abstract tree structure. Although SHALEX is a fully functioning teaching tool, currently it does not provide a way of receiving feedback on student’s progress. To address this problem, this paper extends SHALEX with intelligent agent to monitor student progress, to provide the student with hints where necessary and to record the results of student interaction, all of which provide a means of quantifying the level of understanding the student has achieved. The system is implemented as a web-based application using the client-server architecture. This allows students to learn algorithms through both distance education and in the classroom setting.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, software is created using various development techniques and programming languages. Programmers can draw on a wealth of pre-designed algorithms to fit many programming tasks. The programmer selects the most appropriate algorithm and implements it. Computer Science, by nature, relies on an understanding of programming languages to implement ideas put forth. Just knowing a programming language is not enough for implementation as students must be aware of efficiency. Often, a program may be logically correct but its run time may be on the order of many years. The abstract concept central to an understanding of program behaviour, in terms of temporal and special requirements, is that of algorithms. Unfortunately, learning algorithms can be a difficult task for many students. a large amount of research has been conducted to understand how to effectively train people to use algorithms. One specific field that has received a lot of attention deals with
teaching and explaining algorithms (Braune, 00; Hübscher-Y., 03; Müldner, 08; Naps, 03).

A commonly used method for explaining algorithms is visualization (Hübscher-Y., 03; Naps, 03). Visualization uses animated or static visual content to aid in the understanding of an algorithm or problem. While this caters to visual learners, visualization is at best ineffective at teaching algorithms and at worst detrimental (Dijkstra, 89). This is because visualization techniques tend to focus on a single level of abstraction and frequently ignore aspects of algorithms such as invariants, i.e. properties that do not change during the execution. Furthermore, a relatively small number of techniques are typically used to deliver content, ignoring individual learning styles.

An Algorithm Explanation (AE) contributes to algorithm understanding by presenting an abstraction of the algorithm along with invariants, abstract input data and algorithm structure. It differs from algorithm visualization because it provides a set of tools that promote understanding of an algorithm, visualization being just one such tool (Demmings, 07). The motive behind AE is to ensure understanding of algorithms and to provide insight into algorithms that visualisation systems do not necessarily provide.

It is our aim to provide assistance to students in learning algorithms, through interactive visual aids and tests, with a Structured Hypermedia Algorithm Explanation (SHALEX) system (Shakshuki, 07; Müldner, 08). SHALEX uses the tree data structure to represent algorithms, which allows critical, but independent parts of the algorithm to be represented as lessons and then studied in isolation. In order to measure a student’s progress in learning, each lesson is timed against a value the instructor feels is an appropriate length of time to learn a key concept of the algorithm. After the student has finished all lessons and consequently, the algorithm, a test is taken which will verify that the student understands this information. As the student becomes more knowledgeable about algorithms, they will exhibit different levels of understanding and will want different things from the system. In other words, as the user adapts, so should SHALEX. To monitor the student progress, an Algorithm Explanation Teaching Agent (AETA) is proposed.

The AETA is active for the duration of the time a student is using the SHALEX system. One of the main objectives of the AETA is to react to certain situations and to offer help if it is needed. Each user is given a skill level based on his or her previous cumulative performance in understanding algorithms. The help offered is tailored to one of four different skill levels: beginner, intermediate, advanced or expert. In addition to evaluating the student’s score on the test, the AETA is responsible for evaluating a student’s total understanding by comparing the time taken for the student to finish the algorithm to some instructor defined value. The AETA has the freedom to change the skill level of the student based on these values to provide the help best suited to each student. In this way, the AETA can directly manipulate the environment and provide SHALEX with the ability to change with the student as they gain knowledge and confidence concerning algorithms.
2 Related Work

Computer-Based Training (CBT) systems provide linear training capabilities for the algorithm visualization and explanation domains (Baker, 04; CIMEL, 06). CBT systems offer simple hyperlinks to visualization or help content, as an augmentation to algorithm lessons, and so they give the advantage of offering wider, more varied content. However, CBT systems lack adaptability which can be provided by Artificial Intelligence techniques, specifically Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). ITSs have drawn on pedagogical knowledge and a student model to facilitate decision making (Shi, 00; Moritz, 05; Wei, 05). Here, the so-called pedagogical agents (PA) are responsible for evaluating the content of the student model and tutoring the student based on the specific errors the student makes and on the curriculum in general.

The work presented in (Moritz, 05; Wei, 05) detail a specific example of a tutoring system that makes use of a pedagogical agent. The Constructive, Collaborative, Inquiry-based Multimedia E-Learning, CIMEL (CIMEL, 06) tutors users who are programming in the Java programming language. In CIMEL, the PA draws on a student model and a curriculum model to tutor programmers based on their mistakes; while an expert evaluator evaluates student code and updates the student model. A student’s progress is compared against a solution found within the curriculum model (Moritz, 05). If the evaluator finds inconsistencies between the solutions that the student provides and the expected solutions found in curriculum model. However, the PA does not use temporal context such as the length of time between student actions, to aid in providing assistance. It is stated that the pedagogical agent “determines the timing, style and content of the teaching agent’s interventions” (Shi, 00). It reacts to changes in the student model and the curriculum model to ensure the student develops an understanding of the material.

One side effect of offering an online assistance to students is the possibility that students will request help as rapidly as possible. Student may build sufficient short-term knowledge to derive the correct answer, but not necessarily an understanding of the correct answer. This is referred to as “gaming the system” because of the rapid cause and effect feedback experienced, similar to many video games. Baker, et al. (Baker, 04) investigated this problem and defined gaming as being “…systematic and rapid incorrect answers or use of help, with several such actions taking place during the period of 20 seconds…”

Inactivity is another possible indicator of lack of comprehension, or inattention to the task. Baker et al. (Baker, 04) found a significant correlation between student inactivity during tutoring and that student’s post-tutoring test results. Their study makes a distinction between inactivity measured by the student doing nothing at all, and task inactivity, where the student may be talking about a subject unrelated to the task (i.e. Talking Off-Task). This distinction exposed a “marginally significant” negative correlation between talking about an unrelated subject and post-tutoring comprehension tests.

With the advent of faster computers and Internet access, web applications (Rahayu, 03; Zaupa, 08) and software agents (Dudek, 08) are widely disseminated, and distance learning has become more available and more popular. Although distance learning is attractive in that the student does not have to leave home to attend classes, there are several drawbacks which prevent distance learning from providing
education on the same level as classroom-based teaching. One major drawback is how the course is delivered. If students receive only text-books and some assignments, then they might have been just as well off learning on their own and not paying the fee. This is especially problematic in the domain of teaching algorithms as often text-books written on algorithms are difficult to study without outside assistance.

Research presented on teaching algorithms suggests there is not just one correct teaching approach (Curcio, 98). The research done in (Müldner, 08) outlines the SHALEX system which is a graphical tool used to teach algorithms. To combat the sequential nature of text-books, SHALEX incorporates hypermedia. The nature of hypermedia allows the student to follow their own path through the algorithm lessons and enables two students to approach the same algorithm in two different ways.

The work in (Müldner, 06) recognises the usefulness of visualisations in helping students gain an understanding of algorithm principles. Visualisations offer a way for the student to relate non-tangible aspects of the algorithm by way of graphics and animations. SHALEX allows the author of the algorithms to include visualisations by way of a programming language designed especially for constructing them. Research conducted in (Grissom, 03) agrees that visualisations alone are not enough to adequately teach a student about the complexities of algorithms. With this in mind, algorithm visualisation is kept as an option in SHALEX system.

In addition to hypermedia, SHALEX further frees the student from sequential learning by representing algorithms in a tree structure. Moreover, the algorithm being studied is represented by the root node of a tree and the important, independent concepts, which make up this algorithm, are represented as the child nodes. The author of the algorithm can suggest the best approach for studying this algorithm; but ultimately, the students are free to study any node in any order.

The second issue with distance learning is the lack of a teacher with whom to interact. In a classroom setting, students have the ability, and are encouraged, to ask questions whenever they need assistance following a lesson. The research in (Kutay, 05) focuses on using an agent as a means of evaluating student work. In that paper, agents are designed to review documents created by students and provide feedback. This approach requires the student to finish before the agent can provide feedback. The agent proposed in this paper monitors the students in real time, but still incorporates the idea of offering feedback from a computer-based teacher, or expert.

I-Help (Vassileva, 03) is a tool which grants its users access to electronic help and peer tutors by matching users who need help with users who can offer the best answers. Each user has many agents, each of which maintains their own model of the user. It is likely that no two agent’s models are alike. The work in (Fok, 06) stresses the importance of agent adaptability. Our proposed agent incorporates these ideas in an attempt to change with the user and provide appropriate feedback when necessary.

In our previous work (Shakshuki, 04; Demmings, 07), the concept of soft-times and hard-times to measure students progress is introduced. Each lesson has a soft-time and the sum of these soft-times is the hard-time. The soft-times are variable so that students can take a longer time to finish a lesson, if need be. The hard-times are invariable, so the sum of all soft-times must always be equal to, or less than, the hard-time. In order to keep this relation true, the extra time required to finish a lesson is subtracted from the other remaining soft-times. The AETA proposed in this paper, which is an extension to the work presented in (Shakshuki, 08), uses the same method.
for measuring progress; but, the technique for penalising the student and reducing remaining soft-times takes into consideration the fact that as a student progresses through a set of lessons, he or she will be able to finish subsequent lessons more quickly. Therefore, the AETA still deducts extra time needed; but, in such a way as to penalise the later lessons more than the next lessons.

3 Problem Domain

SHALEX is an educational teaching system tool that utilizes hypermedia in order to offer students a richer experience in learning algorithms. In the case of SHALEX, hypermedia refers to embedded hyperlinks. The benefit of hyperlinks within a teaching environment is twofold. First, hypermedia does away with sequential learning. Without hyperlinks, the student is resigned to learn an algorithm in the order the author feels most appropriate. Adding hyperlinks allows greater freedom for the student to follow his or her own path to the goal of understanding. Second, hyperlinks allow for system integration. It is often easier to understand a topic if it is analogous to something which one is already comfortable. Hyperlinks make it possible to include similar algorithms, which exist on the system, in the description of the algorithm being studied. SHALEX incorporates several algorithm teaching techniques into one teaching method that gives choice to the student. These methods include visualizations, examples written in pseudo-code, a description in plain English including hyperlinks, and optional extra help which may include anything the author feels is beneficial to the student. There is a test associated with each algorithm that the student must complete when he or she is satisfied with his or her level of understanding.

SHALEX is designed to allow the addition and removal of algorithms within the system. As well, previously created algorithms can be updated and edited. These operations are accomplished through the author user type. This user is assigned to someone with knowledge of algorithms, their implementation, and the best ways to convey this information to students. Algorithms are stored in SHALEX using the tree data type with the algorithm itself as the root lesson, and the various critical components of the algorithm as the children lessons. Using this structure, it is possible to isolate important pieces of the algorithm for individual study. When the author creates a new algorithm, he or she first creates all of the lessons that will be used to compose the tree.

Each lesson in the algorithm tree is given a soft-time by the author. This soft-time dictates the length of time the author feels is necessary to gain a satisfactory understanding of the concepts presented by the lesson. We call this a soft-time because it is variable depending on the student’s actions. The sum of the soft-times of the lessons in the tree, prior to the student starting the lesson, is called the hard-time for the algorithm. The hard-time is not variable and therefore it is used to determine if the student finished studying early or on time. Finishing an algorithm early or on time is defined by the student finishing all lessons before or right at the hard-time. Note that the soft-time for each individual lesson does not directly determine whether or not the student is early or on time. A student is considered late when the sum of the soft-times is greater than the expected sum of the soft-times. Also, lessons can have a
number of Abstract Data Types (ADTs) associated with them; these represent data structures vital to the understanding of the algorithm.

The author creates all of the lessons that make up the algorithm by providing a description, pseudo-code, and extra help to each. The tree is created by setting the algorithm in question as the root lesson, and arranging the remaining lessons as dictated by their relation to one another in the actual algorithm that is being represented. Once the algorithm is created, a strategy must be assigned. Algorithm strategies, in the domain of SHALEX, are defined by the approach taken to learn the algorithm. Since we are working with a tree structure, the three strategies which can be applied are: top-down, bottom-up, and mixed. Mixed is a combination of top-down and bottom-up. The top-down strategy presents the root lesson first which may be overwhelming to some students as the root lesson consists of a description of the entire algorithm. The bottom-up strategy begins with the leaf lessons; those parts of the algorithm which are less intimidating to beginner students, but may be detrimental to more advanced students who wish to first see the entire algorithm before they study the components. The mixed strategy combines both of these approaches.

From the above discussion of the strategies, it is easy to see the benefit of having a way to differentiate among students at different levels of understanding with regard to algorithms in general. SHALEX includes four different skill levels which can be assigned to students: beginner, intermediate, advanced, and expert. This allows the author to tailor the same algorithm to four separate groups of students by incorporating the idea of contextual help. The main idea of contextual help is the help a beginner level student requires should be more descriptive in nature and based around just the main concept of the algorithm or lesson, whereas the help an expert level student receives should be focused more on the implementation and code. SHALEX is implemented to allow the author to define one lesson containing the four levels of help, which is then presented to the student, as appropriate.

Studying the lessons that make up the algorithms is where the “real learning” takes place in SHALEX. As the student reviews the information in the lesson, he or she has the option of finishing the study, or merely stopping the study. If the student stops studying the lesson, he or she may resume at a later time from the point where he or she left off. If the student finishes the lesson, the student may not resume and it is assumed he or she understands the lesson completely. Once all of the lessons have been completed, the study of the algorithm is considered to be complete and the student is now required to answer the questions in the test to display the newly acquired knowledge. As the student completes the lessons, algorithms, and the tests, the information is recorded and the section of the SHALEX knowledge base allotted to that student is updated.

The objective of the AETA is to monitor the student’s progress through the SHALEX environment. As the student progresses, he or she manipulates the environment through interactions to the interface and also the knowledge base. These interactions are referred to as events. The firing of these events drives the AETA to make decisions based on the data at hand, which causes the AETA to interact either with the student directly, or with the SHALEX system. The two types of events processed by the AETA are action events and temporal events. Action events occur as a result of the student “physically” manipulating the environment through use of the graphical user interface (GUI) and consist of system actions and help actions.
Temporal events follow the expiration of the soft-time associated with the lesson being studied.

System actions are events the student triggers by interacting with the system through clicking the buttons in the GUI. For example, the student chooses an algorithm to begin studying and clicks on the “Study Selected Algorithm” button. This opens the dialog to choose the lessons available in the algorithm and also activates an event that tells the system the student has begun to study the algorithm. These interactions with GUIs will be discussed in more details in the communication section.

The AETA listens for all such events and uses them to determine the student’s progress through the lessons and within the system. System actions are activated by:

- Starting and stopping algorithm study.
- Starting and stopping or finishing lesson study.
- Starting and stopping or completing a test.

The help action is a special action event that can be invoked by the AETA or the student. In all lesson dialogs, there is a button to request help. The user clicks this button to initiate the help request event, which may or may not display a helpful message. For instance, if the number of help requests becomes excessive over the course of the lesson, it may be an indication that the student is trying to memorize the help instead of gaining a full understanding of the concepts. In this case, the AETA will not ask the student if help is required, nor will help be provided if the student clicks the help button.

Temporal actions are triggered by the system timers, specifically, the process that monitors the soft-time when the student is studying a lesson. In order to guide the student to the correct solution, some assumptions are made about human habits. For instance, if the student remains inactive for long periods of time, it could be that he or she is having trouble with the material, or merely left the workstation unattended. Since we cannot detect which is the case, we prompt the user with the help action to let the user decide if help is required.

4 Environment

SHALEX is designed with a client-server architecture in mind. The SHALEX program and data are stored on a central server and each student will log into this server using a web browser which activates the SHALEX Java (Sun Microsystems) applet, as shown in Figure 1. The applet is the platform which contains the system GUI along with each student’s unique AETA which runs inside the applet. The AETA has access to all input from the user to the system and will be able to communicate with the user through the use of dialog boxes. The AETA demonstrates learning by updating the system’s knowledge base as a result of student actions within the system. It should be noted that the purpose of the AETA is to observe student interactions with the system and respond to the situations at hand based on its knowledge and reasoning techniques.
The server holds all of the data in the system. This includes, user information (username, password, skill level, etc.), lesson information (descriptions, soft-times, help messages), and the AETA for each individual user on the system. An algorithm in SHALEX is stored as a collection of lessons. The set of algorithms $A$ contains all algorithms in the system and is comprised of the set of all lessons. Formally, we consider the set of $n$ lessons, $L = \{L_i | 1 \leq i \leq n\}$, which includes all of the lessons in the system. Together, these lessons make up all of the algorithms on the system. For any algorithm $a$ in $A$, $a$ is composed of $j$ lessons. We can represent these $j$ lessons as $L_k$ where $1 \leq k \leq j$ and $1 \leq j \leq n$.

Each lesson has an associated soft-time which is defined as the length of time the author feels is appropriate to finish studying the lesson. These times are soft-times because they are variable depending on if the student is early or late in finishing the lesson. The sum of the lessons’ soft-times makes up the hard-time for the algorithm. The hard-time is invariable and is always equal to the sum of the initial values of all soft-times. For example, assume an algorithm is made up of three lessons: Lesson 1, Lesson 2, and Lesson 3 with initial soft-times $S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$ of 60, 60, and 180 seconds respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The hard-time, $H$, for this algorithm is equal to $S_1+S_2+S_3 = 300$.  
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To continue our example, assume the student needs 40 extra seconds to gain an understanding of Lesson 1 and Lesson 2. This will cause the new soft-time of Lesson 1, $S_1'$, to be 100 seconds and similarly for Lesson 2. Since the hard-time of the algorithm is a constant, the soft-time of Lesson 3 must decrease by 80 seconds to accommodate $S_1'$ and $S_2'$. The new hard-time diagram is shown in Figure 3 with the original intervals pictured as solid lines and the updated intervals as dotted lines. It is clear that $H_1$ remains equal to 300 seconds.

The AETA makes its decisions based on the student’s data and the current state of the lessons. The lessons change their state based on relationships they have to one another and themselves. For example, in order for the AETA to properly offer help to the student, the AETA must be aware of the current elapsed time compared to the soft-time for the current lesson. These values are acquired through the lessons’ relationships. A relationship in SHALEX is of the unary type which means these relationships take a single parameter. Some examples of relationships among the lessons on the system can be described as follows:

- **LessonStarted($x$), $x \in L$:** This is a unary relationship that returns true if lesson $x$ has been initiated by the student.
- **AlgorithmFinished($x$), $x \in A$:** This is a unary relationship that returns true if all $n$ lessons that make up the algorithm have been finished. Formally, it returns true if LessonFinished($L_i$) is true for all $L_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$.
- **ElapsedTime($x$), $x \in L$:** This is a unary relationship that returns the time accumulated from the moment the student starts studying the lesson.
5 Architecture

The AETA is an interface agent and its architecture is composed of a set of components, as shown in Figure 4. This architecture includes the problem solver, communication, learning, scheduler, and the knowledge components that interact with and update the student model and author model. The student model contains a set of dynamic characteristics, which includes everything the student has accomplished with the system concerning the completion of lessons, algorithms, and tests. The student model also stores a set of static characteristics such as the username, the user’s real name, and the user’s skill level. The skill level characteristic is considered static because it is updated much slower than other dynamic characteristics. The author model consists of the values against which the student’s performance is measured; this includes hard-times and soft-times for the lessons and correct answers for the tests.

![Figure 4: Agent architecture](image)

5.1 Problem Solver

The problem solver component works like a function in that it takes in some input (i.e., problem), processes the input and delivers an output (i.e., solution). The problem is defined to be the student’s complete understanding of everything represented in the author model component before the allotted time expires. The output, here, is the solution to this problem, which is made up of a schedule consisting of appropriate times for a student to finish the lessons that make up the algorithm in question. The problem solver uses the knowledge gathered on the student, based on his or her model, such as the skill level and the current state of the lesson including the soft-time and the elapsed time.
5.1.1 Problem Solver Implementation

The AETA is a rule-based agent; therefore, the problem solver is implemented as a set of conditional statements which are evaluated based on the student’s current progress, the student’s history, the data stored in the author model, and the values returned by the current timers. This makes it possible for the AETA to decide whether its next action should be to interact with the student, or to update the knowledge on the system.

The student interactions can be broken down further into two sub-categories: student inputs and student outputs. We shall define student inputs as anything requiring the student to make a decision and/or interact with the system via button clicks. We define student outputs as anything that informs the student but does not require anything from the student. Student inputs used by the AETA are Warn_Student, Show_Help, and Ask_Student. Student outputs used by the agent are Display_System_Message and Display_Agent_Message. For example, the Warn_Student action is issued when the student spends more than the system-defined time studying a lesson. The student is warned first when the lesson timer decreases past a certain threshold of the original soft-time. A warning is issued stating that the student has spent that threshold of time studying and is expected to be at a certain stage of understanding. Another warning is issued when the student has used up all of the soft-time. The timer continues to decrease, and the time in excess of the soft-time is deducted from the soft-time of the remaining lessons. In both of these cases, the student is given the choice to either accept or deny help.

System interactions consist of those actions done by the agent which update the knowledge of the system, particularly the student model. The AETA interacts with the system via a set of actions, such as Start_Lesson, Stop_Lesson, Start_Algorithm, Start_Timer and Update_Student_Skill_Level. For example, Update_Soft_Time action is called by Finish_Lesson and is initiated when the student finishes a lesson after the proposed soft-time. The amount of time the student needed over and above the ideal soft-time is redistributed among all remaining lessons. The new soft-times are then saved to the student model. Another example, Update_Student_Skill_Level action transpires as a result of a decision by the AETA based on the number of algorithms completed, \( N \), and the student’s total performance value, \( PT \). The number of algorithms completed is an administrator-defined value that dictates the incremental number that must be reached before the AETA will perform the skill level evaluation. This evaluation results in the student’s skill. Thus, it increases to the next level if the value of \( PT \) is greater than or equal to \( 0.5 \times N \). Students cannot be demoted to lesser skill levels. For example, if the number of algorithms is set to 5, \( PT \) will be evaluated to \( 0.5 \times N \) after the completion of 5, 10, 15, etc., algorithms. Formally, \( PT \) is measured by three variables \( P_i \), \( C_i \) and \( T_i \) and can be recursively defined by the following equation:

\[
P_T = P_i + 0.15 \times C_{i+1} + 0.85 \times T_{i+1} \\
P_i = P_{i-1} + 0.15 \times C_i + 0.85 \times T_i \\
i \geq 1, P_0 = 0.
\]
Where, $C_i$ is given a value of 1 if the student finishes the $i^{th}$ algorithm either early or on time. If the student finishes late, $C_i$ is given the value 0. $T_i$ is the score of the test which must be written after the $i^{th}$ algorithm is completed. It can be seen here that if the student finishes an algorithm late, but gets 100% on the test, the student’s total performance value, $P_T$, for that algorithm will be 0.85. Conversely, if the student finishes the algorithm on time, or early, and gets 0% on the test, the total performance value will be 0.15. This is designed so students, who rush through algorithms to finish early or on time, but get low test scores, are not given increased skill levels.

AETA as a rule-based agent, a set of well-defined actions are formed for AETA to follow. Formally, these consist of a set of pre-conditions and a set of post-conditions for each rule. For example, a Start_Lesson action has the pre-conditions $Lesson(x) = t$, $Lesson \_Started(t)$, $Lesson \_Finished(t)$, $Lesson \_Stopped(x)$ and post-conditions $Lesson(x) = t$, $Lesson \_Started(t)$, $Lesson \_Finished(t)$, $Lesson \_Stopped(t)$.

5.2 Knowledge

The knowledge of the AETA serves as the non-volatile memory of the agent, this means information is retained after the system is turned off or the application is exited. The agent’s knowledge is dynamic and is updated through student interactions with the system. The knowledge is used by the problem solver to generate solutions which guide the student through the algorithm being studied. Knowledge is represented as two sets of data, the author model and the student model. The author model consists of information that reflects an ideal student’s progress through the lessons. Actual student progress is measured against this model in order to fully evaluate the student. The author model is composed primarily of soft-time and hard-time measurements. The soft-times are entered by the author as the lessons are created while the hard-time for the algorithm is automatically generated as the sum of the soft-times. In addition to these temporal attributes, the author model also contains a set of correct answers to the test associated with each algorithm and a help listing for each lesson for every skill level. The author model is comprised of these four attributes:

- Soft-times: The time required for an ideal student to complete the lesson at hand.
- Hard-times: The sum of the soft-times in an algorithm.
- Test Answers: The correct answers to the tests are matched against answers given by the student.
- Help: Help is provided to the student by the AETA. Help is contextual so students with different skill levels will receive help more tailored to their level of understanding.

The student model contains information unique to each student user on the system. This information is matched against the ideal information in the author model in order to determine the student’s progress within the SHALEX system. The student model records these three attributes:
• Skill Level: The skill level of the student is used to determine what help the student will receive by the AETA. There are four skill levels (beginner, intermediate, advanced, expert) which are assigned when the account is created. The skill level is updated by the AETA as the student completes lessons, algorithms, and tests. The skill level can also be edited by a system administrator.

• Time Remaining: As a student studies a lesson, a timer will count down from the lesson’s original soft-time to zero. The time remaining is given by the lesson’s soft-time minus the total elapsed time. If the time remaining reaches a value less than zero, this extra time is subtracted from remaining lessons.

• Completed Test Scores: A record of the percentage of questions answered correctly by the student, versus the number of questions.

The AETA uses both the author model and the student model to monitor the student’s progress, offer help, and update the user’s skill level. The goal of the AETA is to provide the student with an understanding of all the lessons contained in an algorithm within the hard-time specified by way of graphical interactions. The AETA uses the author model to determine the soft-times associated with these lessons. From the soft-times, hard-times, and the current elapsed times, the AETA can schedule student interactions and provide help when necessary.

5.2.1 Knowledge Implementation

Both the author model and student model are stored in XML format in an eXist (Open Source Native XML Database) database (eXist, 08). XML databases provide a platform-independent means for storing and accessing data that is key for our client-server architecture. The SHALEX system accesses the eXist database through XML-RPC, which allows for the adding, deleting, and editing of data with a Java user interface.

The student model consists of two main XML documents which are unique to each student in the system. Figure 5 shows the first document, which manages the elapsed time for each lesson and is indexed by the ID number of each lesson. Lessons are represented by nodes tags in the XML file.

```
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<nodes index="60">
  <node id="4">
    <softTime>$2</softTime>
  </node>
  <node id="50">
    <softTime>$3</softTime>
  </node>
  <node id="50">
    <softTime>$4</softTime>
  </node>
</nodes>
```

Figure 5: An XML representation of elapsed time

Figure 6 shows the second document, which is responsible for student characteristics.
These characteristics are divided into two categories: static and dynamic. The static characteristics are attributes of the student which never change such as user name and the real name of the student. Dynamic characteristics change as the student progresses through the lessons. Skill level, number of algorithms completed, test scores, and the names of the completed algorithms and lessons are examples of dynamic characteristics.

The author model is made up of an XML document that contains the lessons which make up each algorithm and is shown in Figure 7.

```xml
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8">
  <users index="6">
    <user id="6">
      <username>student</username>
      <password>student</password>
      <role>Student</role>
      <fullName>Student One</fullName>
      <email/>
      <description/>
      <FontName/>
      <FontSize/>
      <SkillLevel>Beginner</SkillLevel>
      <memberof>
        <group id="1"/>
      </memberof>
      <completedAlgorithmList>
        <node id="4" name="QuickSort" time="17"/>
        <node id="5" name="Partition" time="85"/>
        <node id="6" name="Recursively Sort" time="56"/>
      </completedAlgorithmList>
      <completedStrategyList>
        <strategy id="2" result="On Time"/>
      </completedStrategyList>
      <notCompletedTestList/>
      <completedTestList/>
    </user>
  </users>
</xml>

Figure 6: An XML representation of the student model
These lessons are given a unique index which is passed along to the student model XML files. The soft-times that indicate the ideal time to finish each lesson are stored in this document along with the help that can be offered to each skill level by the AETA.

5.3 Scheduler

The scheduler of the AETA is used to order the actions of the agent with respect to time. The appropriate actions come as a result of the problem solver component generating a correct solution. The problem solver uses the ideal times stored in the author model along with the current elapsed times stored in the student model and determines if the AETA should schedule a student action or a system action.

5.3.1 Scheduler Implementation

A schedule exists as an ordered triple which takes on the parameters of lesson ID, the soft-time associated with that lesson, and the time remaining (soft-time minus the elapsed time). When the lesson is loaded for the first time, the time remaining equals the soft-time. The timing device used to measure the elapsed time relies on the hardware clock of the student’s computer. The timer is run as a separate thread to allow for student interaction to occur as the elapsed time increases. This makes it possible for the AETA to interact with the student while they click the mouse and read the lesson. For each second the timer counts, one second is removed from the time remaining. When the time remaining reaches some pre-defined threshold, either a student interaction or a system interaction is scheduled.
5.4 Communication

The communication component enables the AETA to interact with the student and the SHALEX server. This is the means for the AETA to provide the user with help and to update the knowledge base. The AETA interacts with the student through the use of dialog boxes. Help is also provided with a dialog box and it should be noted that the timer continues to increment the elapsed time while the help is visible, which attempts to deter the student from spending the entire lesson time reading the extra help. Continuing the timer is also a necessity, as it stops the student from being able to move the help dialog off the visible screen which would result in the student having unlimited time with the lesson. Since the student can also request help on his or her own, the AETA must monitor the amount of times per lesson the student is making these requests. If the number of requests exceeds a number defined by a system administrator, the AETA will step in and deny help to the user until the next lesson. If the student finishes a lesson after the time allotted by the author, the extra time taken is redistributed and subtracted from the time remaining in all of the other lessons that have not yet been completed. If the student finishes the algorithm after the specified hard-time, then the student is late. The AETA records one of the three possibilities (late, early, on time), for each algorithm, in the student model for determining the student’s skill level.

5.4.1 Communication Implementation

The student interacts with the SHALEX system through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) implemented with Java Swing. After the student successfully logs in, he or she is presented with a panel, as shown in Figure 8, which gives the basic overview of the algorithms the student is to be learning.

![Figure 8: A dialog of tasks for the student](image)

In this case, the user selected the “Quick Sort Task” and then the “QuickSort” algorithm, which displayed the tree representation of the quick sort algorithm, as shown in Figure 9.
From here, the student is allowed to choose one of the lessons in this algorithm tree. These lessons are the lessons that make up each algorithm explanation. At this stage, the AETA has acquired the necessary information to seed the scheduler with the soft-times, and the lesson ID numbers from the author model. The check boxes represent lessons that have not been completed. The student chooses the root lesson of the algorithm tree which opens the main lesson dialog for the “quick sort” lesson, as shown in Figure 10.

As soon as the lesson dialog opens, the time remaining begins to decrease with every second of clock time as measured by the student’s computer’s internal hardware clock. This enables us to determine an accurate measure for when the student begins learning. Each lesson has one or more timing thresholds that will cause the AETA to alert the student of the time remaining and ask if help is required. In this example, there are two such thresholds. The first threshold is reached when the time...
remaining = (0.5 × soft-time) and the user will be prompted with Yes/No dialog, as shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11: An example of a help dialog](image)

The student now has the option of ignoring the agent and pressing “No” to cancel the help request, or the student can accept the extra help offered by the agent. Both responses are logged by the agent in order to adapt to the user’s needs. If the student denies the help offered by the agent more than an administrator-defined number of times, the agent will become inactive and no longer interrupt the student. In this case, the student selects “Yes” and is presented with a contextual help dialog for the beginner skill level, as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12: Beginner level help dialog](image)

The student is now asked if this help was actually helpful in order to provide feedback for the authors to better serve students in the future. Once the time remaining falls below the soft-time for that particular lesson, the AETA warns the student that he or she may continue studying the lesson, but any extra time used will be deducted from the remaining lessons, as shown in Figure 13.
5.5 Learning

The learning component of the AETA is responsible for writing new data to the student model and the author model. The new data is gathered by the AETA as it monitors the student’s progress through the lessons, algorithms, and tests. For instance, when the student completes a lesson, the time remaining for that lesson is recorded by the AETA and the student model, for this particular student, and is updated to reflect whether the student was early, late, or on time by way of the communication component. The AETA also learns the student’s habits by recording the times when help is accepted and denied. If the AETA’s help suggestions are denied more than some administrator-defined number of times, it will become inactive and not prompt the student in the future. The AETA can be reactivated by the student, through the SHALEX interface, which resets the denied count.

The learning of the AETA is implemented as objects in main memory which store the new information until an event caused either by the student or the timer invokes the communication component and updates the student model or the author model. The knowledge is sent from the Java application to the eXist database by XMP-RPC and is represented as an XML document. This new knowledge is integrated into the pre-existing documents which make up the two models. This approach of first storing new knowledge in main memory and then updating the knowledge base at a later time is used to cut down on the database access rate, which is a very slow process when compared with main memory access times.

6 Examples

This section describes, in detail, the possible outcomes that can result from a student using the SHALEX system and interacting with the AETA. For these examples, the SHALEX system has three student users: Student 1, Student 2 and Student 3. For our purposes, Student 1 and Student 2 have a beginner skill level, and Student 3 has an intermediate skill level. The algorithm explanation to be studied by these student users is the quick sort algorithm. In SHALEX, quick sort is represented by three lessons which make up the algorithm tree, as shown in Figure 14.
The root lesson of the tree is the quick sort algorithm itself and contains a basic overview of the algorithm. The root lesson is parent to two child lessons which represent the two critical parts of the quick sort algorithm, namely: Pivot and Merge. The QuickSort, Pivot and Merge lessons have respective soft-times of 120, 60, and 60 minutes. Please note that the time unit can be changed based on the authors recommendations. In our experiments, we used minutes. The timing thresholds for the AETA interactions are scheduled for time remaining equals to $0.5 \times \text{soft-time}$ and time remaining equals to $0.25 \times \text{soft-times}$.

6.1 Example 1: Student Finishes on Time

Student 1 logs into the SHALEX system and is presented with the screen shown in Figure 15.

Student 1 selects the root lesson and begins studying the “QuickSort” lesson. This lesson has a soft-time of 120 minutes. Student 1 reads through the algorithm description shown in Figure 10, clicks the hyperlinks which provide extra information about keywords, and looks over the pseudo-code for quick sort. At time remaining =
60 minutes, Student 1 has not yet completed the “QuickSort” lesson so the first warning is scheduled and sent by the AETA. Student 1 feels close to understanding the concepts presented and so denies the help suggestion by the AETA. The AETA logs this choice to deny help in Student 1’s student model. Student 1 finishes studying the lesson with 20 minutes remaining. The lesson is finished before the second AETA warning and so is completed before the soft-time for the lesson expires. Note, even though there is time remaining between the time required for Student 1 to complete the lesson and the soft-time for the lesson, this time is not distributed and added to the remaining lessons (as time remaining = soft-time for these lessons) but is instead pooled for future use, if necessary. The time pool equals 20 minutes.

Student 1 now chooses to study the “Pivot” lesson which has a soft-time of 60 minutes. Student 1 studies the lesson but has trouble understanding from the description and pseudo-code alone. When the time remaining reaches 30 minutes, the warning is scheduled and sent by the AETA, as shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16: The first warning sent by AETA for the Pivot lesson](http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/research/RG/alg/quicksort.gif)

This time, Student 1 accepts the offer for extra help and is presented with an extra help dialog. The time remaining continues to decrease as Student 1 views the extra help dialog. Student 1 studies the extra help and clicks the hyperlink which opens Student 1’s default web browser and displays a helpful image shown in Figure 17. This image is from (http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/research/RG/alg/quicksort.gif).
As Student 1 is looking at this image and relating it to the written help, the time remaining reaches 15 minutes and the minute warning is scheduled, but is not displayed since the help window is already open. Student 1 shuts the help dialog and proceeds to reread the algorithm description and apply the new knowledge from the help dialog. The time remaining reaches zero minutes and the final warning is scheduled and sent, which instructs Student 1 that time has expired and any more time spent studying the lesson will be deducted from the remaining lessons (in this case only the “Merge” lesson). Help is once again offered to Student 1. Again, Student 1 accepts the help and this time fully understands the “Pivot” lesson. Even though Student 1 finishes the “Pivot” lesson 10 minutes late, the extra time used is first deducted from the pooled time (of 20 minutes) and therefore the time remaining for the “Merge” lesson remains equal to its soft-time of 60 minutes. Student 1 chooses the final lesson called “Merge.” When the time remaining reaches 30 minutes, the AETA schedules and sends the first warning. Student 1 decides to deny the help suggestion as he or she is not completely finished reading all of the information. At time remaining = 15 minutes, the second warning is scheduled and sent, as shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: AETA displays the second warning for Merge lesson

Student 1 accepts this help suggestion, and the extra help dialog is displayed. Using this extra help, Student 1 understands the “Merge” lesson and completes the lesson. Now, all three lessons are complete and, consequently, the algorithm is complete. Even though the “Pivot” lesson was completed late, the overall algorithm was completed on time. Figure 19 shows the AETA informing the student of her completion. This is recorded and stored in the student model for future use.

Figure 19: AETA informs the student of the completed algorithm

6.2 Example 2: Student Finishes Late

Student 2 logs into the SHALEX system and feels he learns better with a bottom up approach rather than a top down approach so he selects one of the children lessons to study first. Student 2 selects the “Merge” lesson and begins learning by viewing the description and the pseudo-code. Since the “Merge” lesson is a child of “Pivot” lesson, the author intended the “Pivot” lesson to be studied before the “Merge” lesson. Student 2 has problems understanding the “Merge” lesson and accepts help on both warnings issued by the AETA at time remaining = 30 minutes and time remaining = 15 minutes, shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: The help dialog for the Merge lesson

Time finally expires and the AETA schedules and sends the final warning message similar to the message shown in Figure 13. Student 2 views the help one last time and finishes the lesson 10 minutes late. Since this was the first lesson attempted by Student 2, the extra time pool is at zero minutes, therefore the 10 minutes of extra time needed by Student 2 is removed from the remaining two lessons. Student 2 continues with the bottom-up philosophy and selects the “Pivot” lesson next. The “Pivot” lesson begins with 5 minutes already removed from the time remaining because the 10-minute penalty was split between the “Pivot” and “QuickSort” lessons, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Five minutes deducted from Pivot lesson’s soft-time

As was the case with the “Merge” lesson, Student 2 is warned twice by the AETA and finally the time expires. Student 2 accepts the offer for help and finishes the “Pivot” lesson 15 minutes after the allowable soft-time. Student 2 selects the “QuickSort” lesson as the only remaining choice. The lesson begins with 20 minutes removed from
the time remaining (5 minutes from the “Merge” lesson time violation + 15 minutes from the “Pivot” lesson time violation), as can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Twenty minutes deducted from the QuickSort lesson

As the time remaining reaches 60 minutes, the first warning from the AETA is scheduled and sent. Student 2 chooses to deny the help at this time. When the time remaining reaches 30 minutes, the second warning from the AETA is scheduled and sent, and this time Student 2 chooses to view the extra help dialog. The lesson time expires before Student 2 finishes studying and therefore he is deemed late, as shown in Figure 23. This is recorded in Student 2’s student model for future use.

Figure 23: The AETA informs the student that he is late

6.3 Example 3: Student Finishes Early

Student 3 logs into the SHALEX system and begins by choosing the “Quick Sort Task” from the task list. This displays the “QuickSort” algorithm in the Algorithm List. Student 3 highlights this choice and proceeds to click the “Study Selected Algorithm” button. Choosing the top-down approach, Student 3 begins by studying the “QuickSort” lesson. After 30 minutes has expired, the AETA prompts Student 3
and asks him if he requires help. Student 3 accepts and is presented with the help dialog in Figure 24. This help is different from the help received by Student 1 and Student 2, because Student 3 is of a higher skill level.

![Figure 24: A help dialog for the intermediate skill level](image)

After reviewing this help, Student 3 feels confident in his understanding of the “QuickSort” lesson and clicks the “Finish” button. Student 3 finishes the lesson with 27 minutes remaining so this time is banked in the time pool. Student 3 proceeds to examine the “Merge” and “Pivot” lessons, respectively. Since Student 3 is of a higher skill level, he finishes all three lessons before the time remaining expires. The time pool was not needed by Student 3, in this case, so it is discarded as it offers no benefit to carry extra time from one algorithm to the next. Student 3 is presented with the message in Figure 19 and his successful early completion is recorded in the student model.

### 6.4 Example 4: Student Taking a Test

Upon the completion of the “QuickSort” algorithm, Student 3 is required to finish the test associated with “QuickSort.” After closing the dialog explaining his early completion of the algorithm, Student 3 is presented with the screen shown in Figure 25.
Figure 25: A dialog showing the completed algorithm

The unchecked boxes in Figure 25 represent completed lessons. Since there are no checked boxes, Student 3 has completed the algorithm and is free to take the test. Student 3 clicks on the “Test” button and the screen pictured in Figure 26 is displayed.

Figure 26: The initial test screen

The test dialog has two status bars. The top bar depicts the student’s progress through the test. Here, the student is on question 1 of 5, so is 20 percent finished. The second bar shows the student’s score. This is updated whenever the student answers a question correctly. The “Next” button is used to submit the currently selected choice
and bring up the next question. The “Cancel” button is used to stop taking the test with the expectation the student will resume at a later time. To avoid cancelling a test, reading up on the question and resuming the test later, the currently selected choice is taken to be a final answer for that question. In this case, the student is warned before the answer is submitted.

Student 3 knows the first answer is correct and clicks the “Next” button. Figure 27 shows that the student’s score and progress have both been updated and the second question is then presented.

Figure 27: An updated test display showing the second question

Student 3 knows the answer to this next question is “True” so he clicks “Next” and is presented with question 3, shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: A test dialog showing the third question
So far, Student 3 has answered both questions correctly, which is reflected in the student’s score. This time, Student 3 is not sure of the answer and he again chooses “True.” This is not the correct answer and Figure 29 shows the score has remained the same while the test question and overall progress has been updated.

![Figure 29: A test dialog showing the fourth question](image)

Student 3 again makes a wrong choice on question 4 and is shown the final question. Student 3 makes a final incorrect choice and the test is finished. Figure 30 shows the final dialog presented by the test which tells Student 3 of their final mark. This final score is stored in Student 3’s model and is used to re-evaluate the user’s skill level in the future.

![Figure 30: A dialog showing the final test score](image)

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented an intelligent interface agent which helps guide students to an understanding of algorithms within the domain of SHALEX. The AETA uses the
knowledge of an ideal learning model in order to schedule a proper sequence of actions and provide assistance, where necessary, in order to help students. Each student is assigned his or her own agent, but the information gathered by each of these agents and stored in the student’s model is never shared. Even though multiple agents exist on the system, there is no collaboration among agents so this is a single-agent architecture. In future work, it would be beneficial to implement a multi-agent architecture so the agents can collaborate and share knowledge of the users.
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